RO L D ECK
SAFE AN D RELIABLE

Starline’s philosophy
For more than four decades, Starline has developed and produced
complete, high-quality swimming pool covers under the registered
Roldeck® brand. A pool cover is essential for every swimming pool
owner. Your wishes and demands regarding safety, sustainability,
ergonomics and aesthetics will be incorporated in the concept stage
and in production. Starline will make the best pool cover that meets
your standards. It is with pride that we can say that Starline Roldeck
meets the strict French NF P90-308 safety standard.

A N E X T R A DI M E N SI O N I N Y O UR L I FE

Starline Roldeck
A Starline Roldeck system is an extremely reliable system to cover your
swimming pool. It functions to reduce the amount of maintenance
needed for your pool, increase safety and save on energy. With
the extensive range of Starline slats, we will always have a cover
to fit your swimming pool. Your swimming pool will always look
impressive, whether the Roldeck is open or closed.
The Starline Roldeck is known for its versatile applications. It fits
almost all types of existing or new indoor and outdoor swimming
pools. Whether you have a swimming pool with a rare shape, a
Monoblock swimming pool or a construction pool. The Roldeck
system is even fit for salt water pools through its revolutionary
Roldeck Protect Coating.

A V E R SAT I L E SY ST E M

How it works
A Roldeck pool cover contains insulating, connected slats that float
on the water. When opened and closed, this slatted cover rolls
in and out around a stainless steel axis. This roll-up system can
be housed in a variety of ways above or underground. You can
choose between an external and a tube motor. You can simply
and automatically open and close the Roldeck using an operating
system.

T H E ME CH ANIS M

Built-in housing
The most aesthetic housing is in the invisible installation of the
Roldeck system. It can be installed, for example, in the swimming
pool with corner housing on the bottom. Another option is a pit in
the back of the swimming pool. The Roldeck is completely invisible,
keeping the space around the pool free and guaranteeing safety.
There are many different application options for installing the system.
Your Starline dealer can give you advice on what is best for your
situation.

I N V I S I B LE H OU S ING

Automatic controls
A Starline Roldeck comes with a Roldeck operating system to
operate the swimming pool cover. You can operate the Roldeck by
pressing one easy button on the control panel: the S-switch. The
pool cover opens and closes in one smooth and silent movement.
The remote control that comes with it makes life even easier. In
addition to operating the pool cover, the new Starline Roldeck
operating system is also equipped to control other aspects in and
around the swimming pool, such as the jetstream and the underwater
and garden lights. The lit screen on the S-switch displays the most
important information like the status of the Roldeck, the lights and if
desired, the water temperature.

SM O O T H A N D SI L E N T

Outer housing
If you decide to purchase a Roldeck later on, you can for example
have it installed above ground. In that case, a Roldeck EasyCover
system is the solution. This system contains two side consoles
supporting the stainless steel roll-up axis and is installed on the
terrace at the short end of the swimming pool. It is easy to install
as no constructional measures are needed.
Unlike in a built-in system, the controls are located on one of the
side consoles only. The controls are secured with a key switch, so
that it cannot be activated by playing children. The EasyCover
system is entirely solar powered. The consoles are available in
White, Soft grey and Antra. That way, this system will always
match your swimming pool.

E A SY I N USE

Save on energy
A swimming pool loses most of its heat through evaporation.
Evaporation can be limited considerably with a pool cover. This
can save you up to 60% on energy.
The savings can go up to as much as 70% if you choose a
pool cover with solar slats, as this type of slat makes optimal
use of solar heat. Solar slats allow solar heat to pass through
the transparent top layer. The black bottom layer then retains the
heat and emits it into the swimming water. Solar slats are an ideal
method to heat up the swimming water in an environmentally
friendly manner and prolong your swimming season!
A pool cover is great for indoor swimming pools as well, as it
prevents condensation in the area around the pool. You will not
have to ventilate as much, allowing you to use less energy.

T H E E N E R G Y OF THE SUN

The look and feel
The wide gamma Starline Roldeck slats offer many options through
its diverse varieties and colour options. That way, there will always
be a type of cover slat that matches your wishes for a lovely covered
swimming pool. If you choose the blue or clear transparent slats for
example, you will be able to enjoy the amazing effect of underwater
lighting shining through the slats at night.
The width of the slats also determines the look and feel of the pool.
For instance, the wider 83mm slat has a solid, modern look whereas
the narrower 50mm slat has a slimmer, more subtle effect. We also
have the new 60mm Polycarbonate slats, which come in an alu-look
coating. This one would match perfectly with an anthracite-coloured
or stainless steel swimming pool.

T H E AT M OS PH E RE OF A POOL C OV ER

Polycarbonate slats
The high-quality Polycarbonate Starline slats have a built-in UVblocker and can resist extreme temperatures and weather conditions.
•
•
•
•
•

Saves on energy
Highly insulating
Immune to high temperatures
Immune to UV radiation
Immune to hail and stormy weather

PC 83 Slat
This 83mm-wide slat is very stable in swimming pool water. A
complete cover also makes for a sleek and calm look. The slat is
easy to maintain by its anti-algae closure and comes in a solar or
blue transparent variety.
PC 60 Slat
This slat is 60mm wide and has a slightly more subtle look and feel
than the PC 80 does. The slat comes in a solar or clear transparent
variety. The solar variety also has the option of an alu-look coating
for a contemporary, metallic effect.
PC 50 Slat
The PC 50 is a thin slat with a traditional 50mm width. This slat
comes in a clear transparent or solar variety.

M O DE R N & SUSTA I N A B L E

PVC slats
These high-quality, impact-resistant and insulating PVC slats are
available in three different varieties: opaque coloured, transparent
in blue and a solar variety. There’s something for everyone!
•
•
•
•

Saves on energy
Highly insulating
Immune to hail and stormy weather
Available in six varieties

PVC Solar
This 50mm PVC slat gives off heat absorbed from the sun in the
swimming water. The swimming water is heated up as soon as the
first sunbeam shines through.
PVC Transparent
At night, these 50mm, blue transparent PVC slats form an
atmospheric image in combination with underwater lighting.
PVC Opaque
These PVC slats are 50mm wide and come in four opaque slat
colours. So there will always be a colour that matches your garden
and/or swimming pool.

A W H O L E R A N GE O F PO SSI B I L I T I E S

Safe for children
and pets
Safety first. Starline Roldeck meets the strict French NF P90-308
safety standard. This is the strictest current safety standard for
swimming pool covers in Europe. In addition to the French standard
requirements, Starline also has its own extra safety measures. For
example, the Roldeck operating system is standardly equipped with
a blocking mechanism. This automatically locks the system fifteen
minutes after its last use.
An extra option is the child safety lock. With this lock, the Starline
Roldeck can be attached and locked to the swimming pool wall.
This will allow you to have an extremely safe cover in the event that
children or pets enter the area of the covered pool.

T H E S A FE S T COVE R

Unique qualities
• Meets the strictest safety standards
• Saves up to 70% on energy!
• Easy to operate and maintain
• Fit for almost all swimming pools
• A wide range of Roldeck® slats
• All kinds of housing options
• Durable quality

Q UA L I T Y T H R O UGH Y E A R S O F E X PE R I E N C E

Personal wishes

Pool & Lifestyle Centre

You can personalise your pool even more with for example a
jetstream for an intensive swim workout, a waterfall shower
and/or underwater lighting in any chosen design. This way you can
make your swimming pool complete, according to your personal
taste and wishes regarding entertainment. This ensures extra
diversity in the use options of your swimming pool.

Looking for a Roldeck system for your new or existing swimming pool
and would you like more information? Come visit the Starline Pool
& Lifestyle Centre in Valkenswaard. Our specialists are happy to
provide you with free advice. Of course, you can always come take
a look at our stylish indoor and outdoor showroom. You can come
see Starline’s latest swimming pools and pool covers in action. The
Pool & Lifestyle Centre is located at Vest 50b in Valkenswaard in the
striking glass building.

Contact your Starline dealer for more information.

De Vest 50b
5555 XP Valkenswaard
T. +31(0) 40 - 201 3333
W. www.starlinepool.com
M. info@starlinepool.com
Starline retailers
Starline covers are available through a renowned network of
international dealers including Starline dealers, swimming pool
builders and installers. Check the website listed above for a
Starline dealer or ask Starline about an installer near you.

Further information on www.starlinepool.com
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